
God Lives On Two Wheels! 
Ride the Rockies—a spiritual retreat 

 
It almost feels like you could fly!  
 
We begin the descent from Grand Mesa summit, a four hour climb from Grand Junction 
and somewhere around 11,000 feet—the kind of place where the altitude plays games 
with you and messes with your head. As if to say, “I’m in control now!” Mother Nature 
joins in the conspiracy and delivers everything from freezing temps to rain to snow to 
fog. You adjust for the cross-winds that threaten to turn both you and your bike into some 
mangled piece of art deco and call upon your courage; all the time wondering what the 
hell you’re doing here!  
 
After all, who in their right mind (and just for the fun of it!) would burn up an entire 
week of vacation riding a bicycle over 500 miles and climbing mountain peaks that total 
some 22,000 feet in elevation gain? You would. And as you maneuver your bike through 
what seems like the scariest descent of your life, you know why you’re here: You love 
this place of absolute abandonment, where fear gives way to unbridled release. You’ve 
been here before and you’ll be here again. This is your church. 
 
It may seem strange to the uninitiated but cycling, like religion, represents in its own 
small way, the opportunity to trust in what cannot be seen. The grueling challenge of 
riding up and down the picturesque mountains that define our Rocky Mountain paradise 
is enough to send most of the masses packing. But you’re not one of them—you know 
you’re different and you know that your difference is your strength—it’s your edge—it’s 
what sets you apart from the herd. Cycling teaches you life lessons you just can’t learn 
anywhere else. You gave up questioning all of this a long, long time ago and arrived at a 
place of acceptance. So now, you just ride… 
 
You ride for the freedom and you ride for the solitude and you ride for the sheer mind-
altering experience of handing over your comfort zone to the unknown. Whether it’s just 
another Saturday morning training excursion or a ride of epic proportions like Ride the 
Rockies, you ride...because for some crazy reason beyond the understanding of those who 
stand in brunch lines on Sunday mornings or try to find a parking place closest to the 
door, you know that this experience is unlike any other. You do it—because every time 
you do it—it changes your life!  
 
Your life…Is it really your life or is God actually enjoying Himself or Herself or Itself 
through you? Should you take your hands off the handlebars just to find out? You think 
about that for a moment—a nanosecond—until you bring yourself back to the reality of it 
all: Your bike wants to go down this cold, windy, rain-soaked mountain pass at 
somewhere in excess of 50 miles per hour! You can feel it growing wings beneath you 
and to be honest, part of you wants to let it fly—to let it have its way with you and leave 
this earthbound existence for something a little more, shall we say, “celestial?” That’s 
when the fear sets in and you squeeze the brake lever a little harder.  
 



In what seems like just minutes, you plunge and plummet through the thirty mile descent 
and return to the relative safety of the flats; the same long endless stretches of tar-patched 
asphalt that led you to this mountain and will pave the route to all mountains remaining. 
The very same trails that in days gone by were used by the Ute Indians to guide 
Europeans through the area are now represented by faded squiggly lines on old worn out 
maps; roads that run through the very heartland of small-town Colorado.  
 
These are the tiny country towns, the ones you seldom remember; just a blur from the 
driver’s side of a fast moving car but hidden treasures when viewed from a bike at 12 
mph. Tucked quietly behind Kiwanis signs and sun drenched laundry tethered between 
two trees, lives an often forgotten piece of Americana—a place we all came from—a 
place where you can just slow down and take things at the speed of life. These are the 
towns you remember from your childhood…and you’re glad they’re still here. 
 
You begin to notice the unmistakable fragrance of lilacs and streets lined with homes 
where porches sag as dogs slumber in the coolness of the shade and an old tire swing 
rocks gently from side to side. Framed by ditches that never seem to drain and an 
American dream that will never die, these are the little out of the way places that comfort 
our souls and remind us that rural America is alive and well. The old folks and children 
wave as we pass by. 
 
There are cars up on cinder blocks missing all their wheels and old cemeteries filled with 
memories and weeds between the graves. There are peaches in September and corn from 
roadside stands, weathered barns and tractors and the romance of the rails. The ride has 
now become a peaceful meditation and your thoughts a spiritual oasis. You feel like a kid 
again! You are a kid again! You ride onward towards the lofty San Juan’s… 
 
There’s solace in knowing that these old towns seem to cling to their ways and you smile 
at the realization that you do too. What happened to the simple life, you wonder? Where 
did it go? You vow to throw away your Blackberry and return to Mayberry but alas, 
perhaps the two can be reconciled, balanced, allowed to coexist. Your memory will drift 
back to this world just a few peddle strokes off the beaten path, whenever you hunger for 
a little peace of mind or a slice of fresh peach pie! As the sun sets, you end your day 
ninety miles and a world away from where you started. 
 
Something happens to you after seven days on a bike—something wonderful! It is here 
on this leather saddle mounted high upon carbon fiber and skinny tires, that you come 
clean about what is important in your life. It is here, on this seemingly endless journey 
beneath a giant sky, that you remind yourself, once again, how important it is to just relax 
in the presence of God; to trust in the knowledge that everything is just as it’s supposed 
to be. For you, the bike has become “an instrument of thy peace,” and the road, your 
sanctuary. There’s a reason you’re here and it’s not for the exercise. For you, God lives 
on two wheels! For you, Ride the Rockies is a spiritual retreat. 
 
The morning sun drips gently through the trees as you rise early and wonder if you’ve 
ever woken up this free! Another eighty-five miles or so and you arrive at the finish line 



in Salida; happy to have completed the journey but a bit saddened at the reality that for 
now, at least, the ride is over. You receive a fancy certificate proving your 
accomplishment to those who may not believe you and down a few celebratory beers 
with your fellow riders. Music fills the air, speeches are given and a large crowd gathers 
in celebration! 
 
But what’s being celebrated here is not exactly what it seems, for there’s far more to this 
journey than what can be seen with the naked eye. Something about you is different than 
the person that began the ride seven days ago. Deep down inside, where it really counts, 
you’ve faced down your fears and courageously addressed some of the life questions that 
are often more challenging than any of the actual mountains you’ve climbed.  
 
Ride the Rockies has given you the gift of spiritual renewal but more than that, it has 
captured your heart. Sure, your muscles ache and your butt’s a little sore but there’s one 
thing that’s for certain—this is where you belong. Oh…and there’s one more thing that’s 
for certain—you’ll be back again next year! 
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